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Covid Run # 11 - July 23rd, 2020
Hare(s): Don’t Know Dick
Location: Oriole Park
Scribe: Sir Wee Little Bladder

I’m late, I’m late for a very important scribe!!!
Sorry!!!
You working people just don’t realize what it’s like
being retired!! There’s just no time to do anything,
except to work, work, work!!! Curb and Preemie will
back me up on that one!!
I just found an old scrap of paper in my pocket that
I’d scribbled down after the run, so I did have good
intensions to write a good scribe, but life just got in
the way!!
Anyway, Don’t Know Dick’s run was so long ago now,
I forget what happened, and I can’t read my own
writing anyway, so I’ll jot down a few things that I do
remember.
No fancy songs or poems or even anything that
makes sense, but …..better late than never!!!!
The Pre-lube was in DKD’s garage, and it was nice of
them to leave me a parking spot FDC in the driveway.
Already enjoying their beer were DKD, Boner, Curb,
TNT, Slippery, Crash and Sir Mobey’s.
Whore Sleigher and Cumsee soon followed.
I remember something about DKD being infatuated
with Glory Holes (she must have had a bad
upbringing) and couldn’t wait to have a “Glory Hole
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Run”!!! How that’s going to pan out, we’ll have to
wait and see!!
I remember it being a great run through great trails
with lots of shiggy and even more mosquitoes, which
Cumsee didn’t take kindly to and certainly deserves
the “Piss ’n Moan Shirt!!
Now it seems to me that the runners must have been
tripping on some sort of Crack or Acid during the
whole run because weird things seemed to have
happened:
(1) Now I’m trying to decipher my scribble, and
there’s something about Whore Sleigher stopping to
take a piss and all the runners left him behind, but he
found some sort of trap which was covered with gold
nuggets!!!
(2) The runners claimed they saw a parrot along the
trail!!!
(3) Crash and Sir Mobey’s were so completely out of
it, they didn’t know what day it was or where they
were, and they both got completely lost wandering
through the trees for hours on end.
(4) At the Hash Hold they all seemed to be really
horny for some unknown reason and wanted
to call it “The let’s get fucked” Hash Hold!!! Yes,
sorry to say, I’m afraid it’s true!!!
(5) During the circle up, Slippery, our poor dear RA,
thought she was in the announcer in the ring of a
World Heavyweight Title fight, and she thought the
cord of the garage door was a microphone, which
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she used to call the hashers into the circle to be
punished!!
(6) TNT was punished for being the running hare
and allowing such a shit show to happen!!!
(Rumours were floating around that it was she
who gave out the mind altering drugs to start
with!!!
Yes, as far as I remember, it was quite an eventful
run.
I recommend that if, in the future, you are chosen
to scribe, then you write it as soon as you get
home after the run, or no more than the day after,
so you still remember what the fuck happened!!!!

On-On,
Weeee
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